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Christopher Healy is a family man who lives in Toronto. He's accumulated
a wealth of seasoned experience over 40 years in the entertainment
industry, including his twenty years as a teacher.

16 of those years was Principle Acting teacher with the Toronto Academy
of Acting in Canada. Christopher has been nurturing the confidence,
character and creativity of thousands of kids, teenagers and adults,
including teaching youth leadership to students from all over the world.

Since my early days of teaching acting back in 1994, I use to teach
students of all ages on how to separate yourself from the pack. This
"separating you from the pack" concept is what I truly live by in my own
personal career and is what leads to success.

The Actors Success In The making covers four critically important
elements that I believe will open the reader up to living their dreams for
real. CHAPTER ONE is about the business of show-business.

Remember, talent is what you start with, and you are going need to know
the business of show-business if you are going to propel yourself forward
and leave the pack behind.

CHAPTER TWO taken from his book "What's So Special About You?."
The whole chapter is from the eyes of students who were courageous
enough to go through Mr. Healy's full time acting course and thrive from
the experience.

Their personal insights on performing, auditions and how to separate
yourself from the pack will provide you an edge to change everything.
CHAPTER THREE covers what's not so readily available (except in
fulltime acting schools where students pay up to $30,000 plus) and that's
the process of what you do when you get a screenplay or script or even a



scene?

The reader may have their acting talents down but most have no real idea
on how to breakdown that screenplay or script. This is GOLD! CHAPTER
FOUR - THE WINNERS CIRCLE.

You will learn how to take 7 detailed steps that will take you from where
you are right now and get you out into getting auditions for real, and you
don't even need an agent to start but you will need to work hard.

This chapter takes you into acting for real! I also approach this book as if I
were your personal manager. I will provide you with insights to help you
get strategize your career and understand the value of you as a "self
brand" along with getting an agent and the work.

There is more real actionable information in this book than you will find in
reading twenty books on "the biz." Add to that, thousands of dollars saved
in not taking expensive courses and getting scammed.

The information, and strategies offered here have helped most of my
students to find their "voice" and inspire others to hire them. This book is
about training and preparing you for real, so get excited!

Some of Christopher's clients include Begum Walj - Vice-Chair for the Arts
and Council for Ontario, Environmental Hero Rachel Parent, Jordan Clark
star of the TV series The Next Step, Ana Golja TV star in Degrassi - The
Next generation, three time Guinness World record Champion Theresa
Dugwell, 1992 Olympic Gold medalist Mark Mckoy, North York YMCA
staff, Toronto Catholic school board's educational initiative
"Entrepreneurial Adventure Program," Elesh Parujanwala - Bollywood TV
Star, Miss Teen Canada World pageants and his own son William, who
with Chris' coaching became the new voice of the world famous cartoon
Turtle - Franklin and Arthur in the cartoon series Arthur!
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